This Guideline is an official statement of the European Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ESGE). The Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development, and Evaluation (GRADE) system [1,2] was adopted to define the strength of recommendations and the quality of evidence.

Main recommendations

1 ESGE recommends endoscopic en bloc resection for superficial esophageal squamous cell cancers (SCCs), excluding those with obvious submucosal involvement (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence). Endoscopic mucosal resection (EMR) may be considered in such lesions when they are smaller than 10 mm if en bloc resection can be assured. However, ESGE recommends endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD) as the first option, mainly to provide an en bloc resection with accurate pathology staging and to avoid missing important histological features (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence).

2 ESGE recommends endoscopic resection with a curative intent for visible lesions in Barrett’s esophagus (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence). ESD has not been shown to be superior to EMR for excision of mucosal cancer, and for that reason EMR should be preferred. ESD may be considered in selected cases, such as lesions larger than 15 mm, poorly lifting tumors, and lesions at risk for submucosal invasion (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence).

3 ESGE recommends endoscopic resection for the treatment of gastric superficial neoplastic lesions that possess a very low risk of lymph node metastasis (strong recommendation, high quality evidence). EMR is an acceptable option for lesions smaller than 10–15 mm with a very low probability of advanced histology (Paris 0-IIa). However, ESGE recommends ESD as treatment of choice for most gastric superficial neoplastic lesions (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence).

4 ESGE states that the majority of colonic and rectal superficial lesions can be effectively removed in a curative way by standard polypectomy and/or by EMR (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence). ESD can be considered for removal of colonic and rectal lesions with high suspicion of limited submucosal invasion that is based on two main criteria of depressed morphology and irregular or nongranular surface pattern, particularly if the lesions are larger than 20 mm; or ESD can be considered for colorectal lesions that otherwise cannot be optimally and radically removed by snare-based techniques (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence).
Introduction

The widespread use of gastrointestinal endoscopy has increased the detection of early neoplastic lesions of the gastrointestinal tract, commonly known as gastrointestinal superficial lesions. Although these lesions are precancerous in most cases, invasion can be definitively excluded only after an adequate endoscopic resection. Endoscopic biopsies do not appear to be suitable for appropriate estimation of the malignant potential of the lesions, as shown by the substantial rate of histological upstaging in the passage from biopsies to adequately resected specimens. Endoscopic resection has also been shown to be an adequate treatment for patients with early gastrointestinal cancers with no or limited submucosal involvement and no additional risk factors. However, certainty on the endoscopic and histological completeness of such resection is needed, in order to spare these patients from pointless surgical treatment. Most superficial gastrointestinal neoplasia may be treated by means of endoscopic mucosal resection (EMR). EMR is unsuitable for en bloc resection of lesions larger than 20 mm or of nonlifting lesions, as it does not permit adequate histological examination of early cancers. To overcome these limitations, endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD) has been developed. ESD enables the operator to achieve an en bloc resection regardless of tumor size. However, ESD is technically demanding and associated with a higher risk of adverse events. ESD is nowadays extensively used in Eastern countries for the treatment of upper gastrointestinal superficial neoplasia, where it has been shown to be an extremely effective and safe procedure. Despite the different prevalence of gastrointestinal diseases, ESD is progressively gaining more attention in Western countries; this is also because of the technological innovations in this field.

The aim of this evidence-based and consensus-based Guideline, commissioned by the European Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ESGE), is to provide caregivers with a comprehensive review of the clinical indications for ESD for the treatment of gastrointestinal superficial lesions, as well as guidance on post-ESD management and on technical details. Details on pathology and the definitions applied (Appendix 2) and recommendations on training (Appendix 3) are also provided.

Methods

The ESGE commissioned this Guideline and appointed a guideline leader (M.D.R.) who invited the listed authors to participate in the project development. The key questions were prepared by the coordinating team (P.D., M.D.R., M.V., T.P., A.R.) and then approved by the other members. The coordinating team formed task force subgroups, each with its own leader, and divided the key topics (esophagus, stomach, duodenum, and colorectum) among these task forces (see Appendix 1).

Each task force performed a systematic literature search to prepare evidence-based and well-balanced statements on their assigned key questions. The coordinating team independently performed systematic literature searches, including at least the Medline database, and at a minimum the following key words: ESD and neoplasia. All articles studying the use of ESD in esophageal, gastric, or colorectal epithelial tumors were selected by title or abstract. All selected articles were graded by the level of evidence and strength of recommendation according to the GRADE system [1, 2].

Each task force proposed statements on their assigned key questions which were discussed and voted on during the plenary meeting held in March 2014 in Munich. The literature searches were updated through December 2014. In February 2015, a draft prepared by the coordinating team was sent to all group members. The manuscript was also reviewed by two members of the ESGE Governing Board and sent for further comments to the National Societies and Individual Members. After agreement on a final version, the manuscript was submitted to the journal Endoscopy for publication. All authors agreed on the final revised manuscript.

This Guideline was issued in 2015 and will be considered for review and update in 2020 or sooner if new and relevant evidence becomes available. Any updates to the Guideline in the interim will be noted on the ESGE website: http://www.esge.com/esge-guidelines.html.

Recommendations and statements

ESOPHAGUS

Efficacy in the esophagus

Squamous cell cancer

ESGE recommends endoscopic en bloc resection for superficial esophageal squamous cell cancers (SCCs), excluding those with obvious submucosal involvement (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence).

Endoscopic mucosal resection (EMR) may be considered in such lesions when they are smaller than 10 mm if en bloc resection can be assured. However, ESGE recommends endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD) as the first option, mainly to provide an en bloc resection with accurate pathology staging and to avoid missing important histological features (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence).

Endoscopic resection (EMR or ESD) is indicated for esophageal cancer with no or minimal risk of lymph node invasion. The incidence of lymph node invasion of esophageal cancer relates closely to the depth of invasion, tumor histology and differentiation, and lymphatic or vascular invasion. Features influencing deeper invasion include the endoscopic pattern, size of the lesion, and histological features, such as deep invasion limit, differentiation grade (G1–2, vs. G3) and lymphovascular invasion. These features can only be accurately assessed with an en bloc resection. Endoscopic resection is the standard treatment for superficial esophageal SCC classified as m1 (intraepithelial) or m2 (invading the lamina propria), with an almost null risk for lymph node metastasis [3, 4]. The risk increases to 8%–18% for lesions invading the muscularis mucosae (m3), 11%–53% for lesions invading the submucosal layer to 200 μm or less (sm1) and 30%–54% for deeper lesions (sm2) [5–7]. Paris type 0–1 and 0–III lesions have often submucosal infiltration and are not an ideal indication for endoscopic treatment, whereas types 0–IIa, 0–IIb, and 0–IIc are often intramucosal. According to the Japan Esophageal Society guidelines for treatment of esophageal cancer, the absolute indication for endoscopic resection is defined as flat lesions (Paris 0–II), with m1–m2 invasion, and circumferential extent of ≤2/3, while the relative indication is defined as m3–sm1 esophageal cancer and where endoscopic resection would leave a mucosal defect of circumferential extent ≥3/4 [4]. With ESD, these criteria tend to expand, accepting endoscopic treatment of lesions larger than 3 cm, and occupying the entire circumference of the esophagus, provided that all are restricted to the mucosa. The 15 series reporting ESD for superficial SCC [8–22] showed rates of en bloc resection of 83%–100%, com-
The risk of lymph node metastasis of m3 or sm1 lesions without lymphovascular invasion has indeed been reported to be as low as 4.7% [5,46]. Moreover, several studies have shown higher morbidity with surgery than endoscopic resection [47–49]. Therefore, for patients with co-morbid diseases or unwilling to undergo esophagectomy, ESD should be considered as an alternative for m3 or sm1 well-differentiated cancers without lymphatic or vessel infiltration and with free margins, particularly in older patients and/or significant comorbidities [3,50,51].

The size of the lesion is the main criterion for choosing between EMR and ESD excision. En bloc R0 resection is mandatory for SCC removal to provide a better disease-free survival in a cancer with a high risk of lymph node metastasis. The risk of lymph node metastasis can only be assessed on a single entire pathological specimen; otherwise important histological features may be missed. EMR may not provide en bloc resection (and R0 excision) in large lesions, with recurrence rates ranging from 9% to 23% following piecemeal excision [15,51–54]. Ishihara et al. [37] considered cap-assisted EMR (EMRc) to be a good alternative for small lesions, because they reported no difference concerning local recurrence, R0 resection, and en bloc resection for lesions ≤15 mm, while results were significantly better for ESD for lesions between 15 and 20 mm. However, in a meta-analysis Cao et al. showed that even for lesions ≤10 mm local recurrence was lower with ESD [55]. Based on these studies we consider that ESD should be the preferred technique and that EMRc could be an acceptable option for lesions smaller than 10 mm.

**Barrett’s esophagus**

ESGE recommends endoscopic resection with a curative intent for visible lesions in Barrett’s esophagus (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence).

ESD has not been shown to be superior to EMR for excision of mucosal cancer, and for that reason EMR should be preferred. ESD may be considered in selected cases, such as lesions larger than 15 mm, poorly lifting tumors, and lesions at risk for submucosal invasion (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence).

Available data on ESD in Barrett’s esophagus neoplasia are scarce [23,24,27,28,32,38]. In Western countries, the safety and high success rates of EMR are offset by technical difficulties and the risk of ESD to the esophagus [56,57]. In Asian countries, Barrett’s esophagus is an uncommon condition, and adenocarcinoma is still rare [58]. For these reasons, ESM is the gold standard in current clinical practice for endoscopic excision in Barrett’s esophagus neoplasia. The main limitation of ESM is that it usually entails piecemeal resection, thus hampering histopathological assessment and curative resection as defined by “oncology standards,” namely with en bloc resection and free margins [59].

Patients with Barrett’s esophagus and the presence of high grade dysplasia (HGD) or intramucosal cancer without visible lesions (flat HGD/intramucosal cancer) are managed with an endoscopic ablative technique. Among ablative techniques, radiofrequency ablation (RFA) has high efficacy and a good safety and side-effect profile. In patients with dysplastic Barrett’s esophagus associated with visible lesions, endoscopic resection is considered to be the therapy of choice. Tumors confined to the mucosa (T1a) have been shown to have significantly better 5-year recurrence-free and overall survival rates (100% and 91%, respectively) than those showing involvement of the submucosa (60% and 58%) [60]. Endoscopic therapy for Barrett’s neoplasia has been developed on the evidence that HGD and T1a carcinoma are associated with a low rate of lymph node metastasis: endoscopic and surgical series indicate a 0%–10% risk in T1a cancer, while submucosal invasion carries a higher risk (up to 46%) [60–68].

A recent systematic review reported no evidence of nodal metastasis in patients with a lesion finally staged as HGD [69]. ESM is usually used to resect all visible abnormalities. Focal EMR is combined with eradication of residual Barrett’s esophagus by RFA because it reduces the risk of metachronous neoplasia [70]. This combined approach has become widely accepted by Western endoscopists as an ideal endoscopic treatment for early Barrett’s adenocarcinoma. Studies have shown that EMR of visible lumps shown to have HGD by biopsy leads to upgrading to cancer in 25%–40% of cases [70–72]. Paris type I lesions may be more likely to harbor unsuspected cancer, as may Paris type IIa+c lesions. In a surgical series of esophagectomies done for presumed HGD, the prevalence of coexisting cancer in patients was 45% [14/31] [73]. Cancer was found in the resected specimens from 7 of 9 patients (78%) with a visible lesion and 7 of 22 patients (32%) without a visible lesion (P = 0.019). Lesions at high risk of harboring cancers should therefore be removed en bloc to achieve accurate histological staging. This helps in deciding the role of additional therapy if indicated, as in patients with cancers classified as sm2 cancers and higher. For ESD in Barrett’s esophagus, outcomes of five measures of effectiveness and three measures related to safety were considered (Table 1). Although the data came from observational studies (mostly retrospective) and may have been affected by a high risk of bias, all the studies reported a high rate of en bloc resection (81%–100%), with a low rate of complications, most of which were managed endoscopically. The mean operation time ranged from 70 to 107 min. Complete resection (R0) rates were somewhat lower than for SCC and ranged from 38% to 97%. Recent European studies confirm that similar results may be obtained in Western countries [24,28,38]. However, resection of large lesions, involving more than 3/4 of the circumference may cause the onset of esophageal strictures. For Barrett’s adenocarcinomas, according to reports that analyzed the rate of lymph node involvement relative to the depth of tumor infiltration, endoscopic resection might be extended to lesions with invasion into the submucosa (≤500 μm, sm1), for low risk tumors (well or moderately differentiated tumor [G1–2], without lymphatic or vascular invasion [L0 and V0], and size <3 cm) because they harbor a low risk of lymph node metastasis (1.4%) [25,26,55,62,74]. However few data are available, the reported number of adenocarcinomas being only 237 (67 Barrett’s esophagus, 16 esophageal, and 154 esophagogastric junction [EGJ]).

In a systematic review comparing EMR versus ESD resection, no significant differences were noticed for complications, patients with subsequent surgery, positive margins, positive lymph nodes, local recurrence, or metachronous cancer [75]. In instances where piecemeal tumor resection was predicted, local recurrence rates were significantly lower with ESD compared with EMR [76]. Based on this study, ESD should be considered in selected cases, such as for lesions larger than 15 mm, poorly lifting tumors, and lesions at risk for submucosal invasion. Indeed, an en bloc resection might provide improved histological evaluation, such as evidence of deeper invasion (> pT1m2) or G3 differentiation. Since ESD has not been shown to be superior to EMR for excision of mucosal cancer, multicenter, randomized, controlled trials are needed to define the role of ESD compared with EMR.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tumor type</th>
<th>Lesions included, n</th>
<th>En bloc resection rate</th>
<th>Complete R0 resection rate</th>
<th>Curative resection rate</th>
<th>Local recurrence rate</th>
<th>Mortality, ESD-related</th>
<th>Procedure-related bleeding rate</th>
<th>Procedure-related perforation rate</th>
<th>Mean operation time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Squamous cell carcinoma</td>
<td>970</td>
<td>963/970</td>
<td>719/868</td>
<td>528/698</td>
<td>3/850</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>40/970</td>
<td>37/970</td>
<td>24 – 160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Squamous cell carcinoma</td>
<td>970</td>
<td>763/770</td>
<td>719/868</td>
<td>528/698</td>
<td>3/850</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>40/970</td>
<td>37/970</td>
<td>24 – 160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(15 studies)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(99%)</td>
<td>(82.8%)</td>
<td>(75.6%)</td>
<td>(0.3%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9/15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Squamous cell carcinoma</td>
<td>970</td>
<td>763/770</td>
<td>719/868</td>
<td>528/698</td>
<td>3/850</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>40/970</td>
<td>37/970</td>
<td>24 – 160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(15 studies)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(99%)</td>
<td>(82.8%)</td>
<td>(75.6%)</td>
<td>(0.3%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9/15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adenocarcinoma arising</td>
<td>346</td>
<td>336/346</td>
<td>265/336</td>
<td>246/336</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>4/346</td>
<td>8/346</td>
<td>(70 – 145)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in Barrett esophagus or</td>
<td></td>
<td>(97.1%)</td>
<td>(78.8%)</td>
<td>(73.2%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>esophagogastric junction</td>
<td></td>
<td>(81% – 100%)</td>
<td>(38.5% – 97%)</td>
<td>(64.5% – 86%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6 studies)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Squamous cell carcinoma</td>
<td>678</td>
<td>336/346</td>
<td>265/336</td>
<td>246/336</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>4/346</td>
<td>8/346</td>
<td>(70 – 145)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(superficial) + adenocarcinoma</td>
<td></td>
<td>(97.1%)</td>
<td>(78.8%)</td>
<td>(73.2%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10 studies)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(81% – 100%)</td>
<td>(38.5% – 97%)</td>
<td>(64.5% – 86%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First author, year
- Kanzaki 2013 [8]
- Toyonaga 2013 [9]
- Kawahara 2013 [10]
- Yamashina 2012 [12]
- Mokizuki 2011 [14]
- Takahashi 2010 [15]
- Repici 2010 [16]
- Chaves 2010 [17]
- Teoh 2010 [18]
- Nonaka 2010 [19]
- Ono 2009 [20]
- Fujishiro 2006 [21]
- Oyama 2005 [22]
- Hoteya 2013 [23]
- Neuhaus 2012 [24]
- Hiratsawa 2010 [25]
- Yoshinaga 2008 [26]
- Kakushima 2006 [27]
- Chevaux 2015 [28]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tumor type</th>
<th>Lesions included, n</th>
<th>En bloc resection rate</th>
<th>Complete R0 resection rate</th>
<th>Curative resection rate</th>
<th>Local recurrence rate</th>
<th>Mortality, ESD-related</th>
<th>Procedure-related bleeding rate</th>
<th>Procedure-related perforation rate</th>
<th>Mean operation time, min</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lesions, n/N</td>
<td>Lesions, n/N</td>
<td>Lesions, n/N</td>
<td>Lesions, n/N</td>
<td>Lesions, n/N</td>
<td>Lesions, n/N</td>
<td>Lesions, n/N</td>
<td>Range, min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Overall % (Range, %)</td>
<td>Overall % (Range, %)</td>
<td>Overall % (Range, %)</td>
<td>(Range, %)</td>
<td>(Range, %)</td>
<td>Overall % (Range, %)</td>
<td>Overall % (Range, %)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Studies, n/N</td>
<td>Studies, n/N</td>
<td>Studies, n/N</td>
<td>Studies, n/N</td>
<td>Studies, n/N</td>
<td>Studies, n/N</td>
<td>Studies, n/N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higuchi 2013 [29]</td>
<td>637/678</td>
<td>93.9% (81.2% - 100%)</td>
<td>589/678 86.8% (50% - 100%)</td>
<td>560/678 82.6% (50% - 97%)</td>
<td>4/359 1.1% (0% - 8%)</td>
<td>0% 7/678 1% (0% - 3.2%)</td>
<td>10/10 (0% - 4%)</td>
<td>(67 – 142)</td>
<td>8/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arantes 2013 [30]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isomoto 2013 [31]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sato 2013 [32]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chaves 2013 [33]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee 2012 [34]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kikuchi 2012 [35]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ishihara 2008 [37]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11.3 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probst 2015 [38]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>77 – 150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumor not specified</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>41/44 93.1% (88.9% - 100%)</td>
<td>38/44 86.3% (77.8% - 100%)</td>
<td>29/35 82.8% (77% - 100%)</td>
<td>0% 0%</td>
<td>5/44 11.3% (0% – 18.5%)</td>
<td>1 case of bleeding + perforation</td>
<td>4/4</td>
<td>2/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linghu 2013 [39]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farhat 2011 [40]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coda 2010 [41]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motohashi 2009 [42]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submucosal tumor</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>173/185 93.5% (83.3 % – 94.4%)</td>
<td>163/173 94.2% (94.4% – 100%)</td>
<td>175/185 94.5% (94.4% – 100%)</td>
<td>0% 3/3</td>
<td>0% 0%</td>
<td>9/185 4.8% (0% – 10.7%)</td>
<td>45 – 73</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li 2012 [43]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gong 2012 [44]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shi 2011 [45]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2223</td>
<td>2150/2223 96.7% 1774/2099 84.5% 1538/1932 79.6% 7/1560 0.4% 53/2045 2.5% 59/2179 2.7% 24 – 160</td>
<td>1611/1926 83.6% (38.5% - 100%) 1363/1747 78% (0% – 100%) 7/1375 0.5% (0% – 8%) 53/1860 2.8% (0% – 22.8%) 50/1994 2.5% (0% – 10.7%)</td>
<td>27/38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excluding submucosal tumors</td>
<td>2046</td>
<td>1965/2038 96.4% (81 % – 100%) 1611/1926 83.6% (38.5% - 100%) 1363/1747 78% (0% – 100%) 7/1375 0.5% (0% – 8%) 53/1860 2.8% (0% – 22.8%) 50/1994 2.5% (0% – 10.7%)</td>
<td>37/38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*n/N, number of studies reporting outcome/number of studies considering each type of tumor
Safety of ESD for SCC and Barrett esophagus-associated adenocarcinoma

The complication rate of ESD is thought to be higher than that of EMR because of technical issues and because of the relatively long procedure times which are potential concerns in elderly patients who often have co-morbidities. The outcomes of three measures related to safety, as described in 37 out of 38 studies included in the analysis, are summarized in Table 1. No mortality was observed during and after ESD procedures. Bleeding was observed in a range of 0 – 22.8 % of procedures and perforation in 0 – 10.7 %. A systematic review reported that bleeding was managed conservatively in 95 % of cases and required intervention in 10 % of cases [75]. Most bleeding is observed during the procedure or within the first 24 hours [77]. Small perforations recognized during the procedure can be successfully sealed with endoscopic clips [21, 37]. Large perforations require urgent salvage surgery. No significant differences in procedural complications were observed between EMR versus ESD patients, except for the significantly higher prevalence of esophageal stenosis, probably related to the extent of the tumor removed and not to the technique itself (P < 0.001) [21, 28, 37, 75].

Ono et al. analyzed predictors of postoperative stricture following 11 ESD procedures for superficial SCC [78]. In multivariate analysis, a circumferential extent involving over 75 % of the whole lumen, along with greater invasion depth (> pT1m2), was significantly associated with stricture occurrence. Tumor size (> 59 % of the circumference) was also thought to potentially be involved [79]. These strictures usually can be successfully treated by endoscopic dilation, but steroids injected locally or with oral administration may decrease the need for dilation [80 – 82].

In comparison with esophagectomy, it appears that endoscopic resection is safer than surgery. However, there are only a few studies comparing endoscopic resection with surgery, all of them retrospective. They confirm that surgery is associated with higher rates of periprocedural mortality and morbidity, although endoscopic resection is related to higher recurrence. Moreover, long-term mortality was not different and most recurrences in the endoscopy group could be managed by another endoscopic treatment. Taking all this into account, in selected lesions and when feasible, it appears that endoscopic resection has comparable results to surgery with a better safety profile and so it should also be considered as a first-line treatment [61, 83, 84].

Evaluation before endoscopic resection: esophagus

In the treatment of esophageal superficial neoplasms, ESGE recommends performance of lesion assessment by an experienced endoscopist, using at least a high resolution endoscope and one of the advanced endoscopic imaging modalities (narrow-band imaging [NBI] and/or chromoendoscopy (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence). Routine performance of endoscopic ultrasonography (EUS), computed tomography (CT), or positron emission tomography-CT (PET-CT) is not recommended prior to endoscopic resection (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence).

ESGE suggests that EUS should be considered in esophageal superficial carcinomas with suspicious features for submucosal invasion or lymph node metastasis (weak recommendation, low quality evidence).

Expert high resolution endoscopy should be carried out in all patients with detected HGD or superficial cancer, in order to confirm visible abnormalities suitable for endoscopic resection and to detect other possible lesions and to delineate precise margins, since the size of the lesion and signs of submucosal invasion will determine whether the indication is for EMR or for ESD. Although early esophageal neoplasia generally presents as subtle flat lesions that may be difficult to detect, most procedures performed with high resolution endoscopes do reveal these abnormalities to the experienced eye [72, 85].

The morphology of all visible lesions should be described using the Paris classification since this gives an indication of the likelihood of invasive cancer [86]. In Barrett’s mucosa, endoscopic reporting should be performed using a minimum dataset including a record of the length using the Prague criteria (circumferential extent [C], maximum extent [M] of endoscopically visible columnar-lined esophagus in centimeters, and any separate islands above the main columnar-lined segment noted).

Chromoendoscopy with dyes such as Lugol (for SCC) or acetic acid (for Barrett’s esophagus) may be of significant help to detect and delineate lesions, but outcome is dependent on the experience and expertise of the individual endoscopist. Concerning acetic acid, the largest studies showed sensitivity of 96 % for the diagnosis of high grade intraepithelial neoplasia (HGIN) or cancer [87 – 89]. Lugol chromoendoscopy has been the gold standard for detecting esophageal SCC but should also be used to define the lateral margins of superficial tumors and to detect synchronous esophageal lesions [90].

With recent technological advances “virtual chromoendoscopy” has become available, which allows chromoendoscopy without the use of dyes. This is based on light filters (NBI, Olympus) or digital processing after image acquisition (i-Scan, Pentax; and Fujinon Intelligent Chromoendoscopy [FICE], Fujinon). The most extensively studied “virtual chromoendoscopy” technique for the esophagus is NBI, which highlights the mucosal pattern and the superficial vasculature. NBI was shown to be useful in detecting esophageal neoplasia in high risk patients [91] and was even shown to have comparable sensitivity and superior specificity when compared with Lugol chromoendoscopy [92]. In Barrett’s esophagus, a meta-analysis of 8 studies has found that NBI has sensitivity and specificity of 96 % and 94 %, respectively, for the diagnosis of HGIN [93]. However, the interobserver agreement for the interpretation of the NBI images is only moderate [94]. All these imaging techniques can therefore aid definition and detailed mapping of the edges of visible lesions in order to guide complete endoscopic resection [94, 95].

Dysplasia should always be confirmed by direct sampling of any visible lesions before endoscopic resection. There is no recent consensus on the optimal number of biopsy specimens necessary for the diagnosis before resection. In the past, at least 4 biopsies were recommended in suspected malignant lesions [96]. There is a now a trend towards fewer biopsies to avoid increase in submucosal fibrosis that may complicate the submucosal dissection. Visible lesions should always be considered malignant until proven otherwise, even if the biopsy specimen reveals no malignancy. Furthermore, high rates (20 % – 40 %) of discordance between endoscopic biopsy and postoperative specimen have been reported [97]. En bloc endoscopic resection should always be considered to be the confirmative diagnosis.

Recent systematic reviews and meta-analyses on the diagnostic accuracy of EUS staging showed the following pooled values for EUS in T1a staging: sensitivity, 0.85 (95 %CI 0.82 – 0.88); specificity, 0.87 (95 %CI 0.84 – 0.90); positive likelihood ratio, 6.62 (95 %CI 3.61 – 12.12); and negative likelihood ratio, 0.20 (95 %CI 0.14 – 0.30). For T1b staging, the results were: sensitivity, 0.86 (95 %CI 0.82 – 0.89); specificity, 0.86 (95 %CI 0.83 – 0.89); positive likelihood ratio, 5.13 (95 %CI 3.36 – 7.82); and negative likelihood ratio, 0.17 (95 %CI 0.09 – 0.30) [98]. The area under the curve was at least 0.93 for both mucosal and submucosal lesions. For regional
lymph node metastases the pooled sensitivity and specificity have been reported as 0.76 and 0.72, respectively [99]. Although EUS has a better diagnostic performance compared with CT scanning and PET-CT, the question of regional lymph node detection has yet to be satisfactorily addressed.

Initial evidence that endoscopic resectability (discrimination between T1 and T2 lesions) could be predicted by EUS has been tempered by most of the recent series, which have indicated that 15%–25% of cases are understaged compared with EMR staging, while about 4%–12% are overstaged [100,101]. High frequency probe-EUS has been found to be no better than high resolution endoscopy in local staging of early cancer (mucosal vs. submucosal invasion), but conventional EUS has a role in assessment of nodal staging and is certainly superior to CT scan in both T and N staging. However, it has limited accuracy in the detection of submucosal invasion in early esophageal cancer [102,103].

The cumulative data are not enough to recommend routine use of EUS prior to EMR/ESD for HGD or superficial cancer [85,104–107]. EUS should be considered in staging of high risk lesions as the risk of invasive cancer remains high. A negative EUS finding is not very helpful but a positive EUS finding can change management. However, when sm or T2 invasive cancer is suspected then complete staging should be performed with EUS, CT, and/or PET-CT. EUS remains superior to CT scan in locoregional staging of early lesions.

Management according to technical and histological outcomes: esophagus

**In squamous cell cancer, ESGE recommends that:**
- An en bloc R0 resection of a superficial lesion with histology no more advanced than m2 SCC, with no lymphovascular invasion, is considered curative (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence).
- An en bloc R0 resection of a well-differentiated m3/sm1 tumor (≤200μm) without lymphovascular invasion has a low risk of lymph node metastasis and is curative in the majority of cases. The risk of further therapy should be balanced against the risk of lymph node metastasis, in a multidisciplinary discussion (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence).
- In the case of sm2 or more advanced tumor (>200μm), poorly differentiated tumor, lymphovascular invasion, or positive vertical margins, further treatment is recommended (chemoradiotherapy and/or surgery) depending on patient status (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence).
- If the horizontal margin is positive and no other high risk criteria are met, endoscopic surveillance/re-treatment is an option (strong recommendation, low quality evidence).

**For Barrett’s esophagus-associated adenocarcinoma, ESGE recommends that:**
- In Barrett’s esophagus, endoscopic en bloc R0 resection of a superficial lesion with mucosal adenocarcinoma is considered curative (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence).
- Endoscopic en bloc R0 resection of a sm1 lesion (≤500μm) with a low risk profile (well or moderately differentiated, no lymphovascular invasion) is potentially curative and in a multidisciplinary discussion the risk of surgery should be balanced against the risk of lymph node metastasis (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence).
- Surgery is recommended when lymphovascular invasion, poorly differentiated tumor, deeper infiltration than sm1 (>500μm), or positive vertical margins are diagnosed (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence).
- If the horizontal margin is positive or there is piecemeal resection with no other high risk criteria, endoscopic surveillance/re-treatment is recommended rather than surgery (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence).
- In patients with early neoplasia in Barrett esophagus, further treatments are necessary (EMR, RFA) after the curative resection, in order to ablate or resect the residual metastatic epithelium where foci of synchronous intraepithelial neoplasia could be overlooked, and metachronous lesions could arise (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence).

To our knowledge there are only few studies evaluating the risk of lymph node metastasis in superficial esophageal cancers. They are all retrospective and observational. For a given stage the risk of lymph node metastasis appears to be higher in SCC than in adenocarcinoma. In SCC, lesions that are m1 (intraepithelial) or m2 invading the lamina propria have an almost null risk for lymph node metastasis [3,4]. The risk increases to 8%–18% for lesions invading the muscularis mucosae (m3), to 11%–53% for lesions invading the submucosal layer to 200 μm or less (sm1), and to 30%–54% for deeper lesions (sm2) [5–7]. Even though m3 and sm1 tumors have a significant risk of lymph node metastasis, when the data are analyzed most of these cases are associated with lymphovascular invasion or poorly differentiated tumor. Moriya et al. showed that well-differentiated m3/sm1 tumors without lymphovascular invasion in immunostaining had no risk of lymph node metastasis [108]. Based on this study and on the fact that esophagectomy has a mortality rate that often exceeds 2% and has significant morbidity, an en bloc R0 resection of a m3/sm1 tumor could be considered as an appropriate therapy, particularly in patients who are older and/or have significant comorbidities [3,50,51]. In the case of more advanced tumors, a positive lymphovascular invasion, or positive vertical margins, further treatment for SCC carcinoma (chemoradiotherapy and/or surgery) is recommended, depending on the patient’s clinical status.

Only a few studies report data on outcomes when horizontal margins are positive. However, a low rate of recurrence despite the presence of compromised horizontal margins has been reported (62 R1 and 47 Rx resections in 707 patients [15%], from 15 studies), and most of the time these recurrences could be managed by further endoscopic treatments [10,11,16,18,24–27,29,33,35,37,109]. So, positive horizontal margins per se should prompt close endoscopic surveillance rather than further treatments. In SCC the risk of a new metachronous lesion in the esophagus is high and so endoscopic follow-up is recommended. The risk of lymph node metastasis in Barrett’s esophagus adenocarcinoma appears to be lower than in SCC. However, the data come from only a few studies, that are retrospective, and that include a limited number of patients. For Barrett’s adenocarcinomas, according to reports that analyzed the rate of lymph node involvement relative to the depth of tumor infiltration, endoscopic resection appears to be curative for intramucosal carcinomas that are well or moderately differentiated (G1–2) and without lymphatic or vascular invasion (L0 and V0) [25,26,55,62,74]. Manner et al. suggest that these criteria might be extended to lesions with invasion into the submucosa (≤500μm, sm1), namely to low risk tumors (well or moderately differentiated (G1–2), without lymphatic or vascular invasion (L0 and V0), and of size <3 cm), because such lesions harbor a low risk of lymph node metastasis (1.4%) [74]. However, only few patients were included in that study, and so this risk should be balanced against the risk of surgery for a particular patient.

In 30 studies (6 did not report depth of invasion), the proportion of lesions having a probability of lymph node metastasis (m3–sm2 with/without lymphovascular invasion), was 193/1860 (10.3%); 14 studies report additional treatment by surgery and/or chemoradiotherapy in m3–sm2 lesions or when lymphovascular invasion was present.
In patients unfit for surgery or in patients who refused surgery, a strict follow-up was advised, but the rate of locoregional and metastatic disease, in this subgroup of patients, was modest [18–21,25,26,37]. In all patients, the entire Barrett’s segment must be eradicated after resection of any visible lesion, regardless of negative resection margin findings, in order to ablate or resect the residual metaplastic epithelium where foci of synchronous intraepithelial neoplasia could be overlooked and metachronous lesions could arise [23,24].

Surveillance after curative endoscopic resection: esophagus

Squamous cell cancer: after a curative resection for esophageal squamous cell cancer, ESGE recommends intensive regular follow-up (endoscopy at 3–6 months and then annually), including high resolution endoscopy, virtual or dye chromoendoscopy, and biopsies of suspicious areas (strong recommendation, low quality evidence).

Since local recurrence is exceptional after en bloc curative resection, follow-up should aim at early detection of metachronous lesions in order to apply further endoscopic therapy (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence).

ESGE does not suggest the use of EUS or CT in the follow-up after a curative resection (weak recommendation, low quality evidence).

Barrett esophagus-associated adenocarcinoma: ESGE recommends regular endoscopic follow-up after excision/ablation of Barrett esophagus-associated HGD or mucosal cancer, but more research is needed to determine the appropriate short and long intervals (strong recommendation, low quality evidence).

The risk of lymph node invasion in well-differentiated submucosal sm1≤500 µm Barrett esophagus cancer appears to be lower than the surgical risk, justifying a close endoscopic follow-up as advised for HGD or mucosal cancer (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence).

Although ESD provides high en bloc (90%–100%) and acceptable complete resection (38%–97%) of Barrett esophagus adenocarcinoma [23–25], it should be associated with eradication of the remaining Barrett segment by additional endoscopic therapy consisting of endoscopic resection, argon plasma coagulation (APC), and/or RFA, or other ablative techniques, regardless of presence or absence or residual dysplasia. The goal of endoscopic mucosal resection and ablation is to eliminate the subsequent risk of cancer. But Barrett esophagus can recur after ablative and excisional therapies. When remaining Barrett’s mucosa has been left untreated, case series have reported recurrence of neoplasia, with rates varying from 11% to 30% (mean follow-up 3 years) [110–113]. Evidence for the most appropriate follow-up is lacking, so research should establish how patients should be monitored after ablative and excisional therapies. This research should include randomized controlled trials (with a follow-up of at least 5 years) to evaluate the effectiveness and optimal timing of different follow-up approaches, such as universal surveillance, with endoscopy if symptoms recur. The durability of the eradication therapy, the frequency and importance of buried metaplasia, and the long-term efficacy of ablation therapy for cancer prevention remain unsettled issues.

Post-therapy surveillance should follow the Barrett’s management guidelines: endoscopic follow-up is recommended after endoscopic therapy of Barrett’s neoplasia with biopsy samples taken from the esophagogastric junction (EGJ) and within the extent of the previous Barrett’s esophagus [95,114]. In all cases, follow-up is mandatory not only to detect recurrence but also to allow further therapy to be applied as required. Empirically, in patients treated for HGD or mucosal cancer, endoscopic follow-up is recommended 3-monthly for 1 year and yearly thereafter. This approach is followed by most experts in a recent practice survey [115]. In the case of en bloc and complete resection (R0), the risk of local recurrence was found to be null in the 6 studies reporting on Barrett esophagus adenocarcinoma or EGJ adenocarcinoma (Table 1). The risk of lymph node metastasis in mucosal cancer is very low (<2%) justifying the attitude that follow-up may be limited to endoscopic surveillance. In submucosal lesions (sm1, limited to ≤500µm), the risk for lymph node metastasis seems lower than the risk associated with surgery, but the former risk may increase in the case of G3 differentiation and when lymphatic invasion is observed, justifying adjuvant or surgical therapy [74].

STOMACH
Efficacy in the stomach

ESGE recommends endoscopic resection for the treatment of gastric superficial neoplastic lesions that possess a very low risk of lymph node metastasis (strong recommendation, high quality evidence).

EMR is an acceptable option for lesions smaller than 10–15 mm with a very low probability of advanced histology (Paris 0-IIa). However, ESGE recommends ESD as treatment of choice for most gastric superficial neoplastic lesions (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence).

Several studies and meta-analyses show that ESD should be considered in the treatment of gastric superficial neoplastic lesions (low or high grade noninvasive neoplasia, adenocarcinoma with no evidence of deep submucosal invasion) since it allows high rates of en bloc R0 curative resection with a good safety profile when compared with alternative therapies [116–119]. For these reasons ESD is now contemplated as a first-line treatment for early gastric cancer in Japanese guidelines for gastric cancer [120]. The lesions that should be considered for endoscopic resection because of very low risk of lymph node metastasis are the following [120–122]:

- Noninvasive neoplasia (dysplasia) independently of size
- Intramucosal differentiated-type adenocarcinoma, without ulceration (size ≤2 cm absolute indication, >2 cm expanded indication)
- Intramucosal differentiated-type adenocarcinoma, with ulcer, size ≤3 cm (expanded indication)
- Intramucosal undifferentiated-type adenocarcinoma, size ≤2 cm (expanded indication)
- Differentiated-type adenocarcinoma with superficial submucosal invasion (sm1, ≤500µm), and size ≤3 cm (expanded indication)

Even though the Japanese guidelines consider only lesions ≤2 cm in size as representing an absolute indication for ESD, several recent studies have shown that clinical outcomes after ESD were similar for absolute and expanded indication lesions [121,123,124]. For this reason it is the ESGE panel’s opinion that ESD should be considered in any lesion with very low possibility of lymph node metastasis, whether it meets either the absolute or expanded indication criteria, even though surveillance may be different (see below).

EMR was the first endoscopic treatment that was a real alternative to surgery for the treatment of early gastric cancer. In early series, EMR cured cancer in more than 85% of cases, a value that approached gastrectomy outcomes at the time [125,126]. In selected cases long-term follow-up of this technique showed 99% disease-specific survival both at 5 and 10 years [127]. However, EMR is clearly associated with high rates of local recurrence (al-
most 30% in some studies), that must be treated either by another endoscopic treatment or by surgery [125–128]. ESD has emerged as a technique that could allow higher en bloc resection rates for larger lesions, consequently with lower levels of recurrence [129,130].

In fact several retrospective studies, whose data were grouped in three meta-analyses (Table 2) [118,119,131] have compared EMR with ESD for the treatment of early gastric cancer. ESD obtained higher en bloc resection rates (92% vs. 52%; odds ratio [OR] 9.69, 95%CI 7.74–12.13) and histologically complete resection rates (82% vs. 42%; OR 5.66, 95%CI 2.92–10.96), and lower recurrence frequency (1% vs. 6%; OR 0.10, 95%CI 0.06–0.18). Importantly, these benefits were maintained even in smaller lesions (less than 10 mm). These better outcomes were, nevertheless, associated with longer procedure times (more 59.4 min; 95%CI 16.8–102) and higher risk of perforation (4% vs. 1%; OR 4.67, 95%CI 2.77–7.87). Most perforations were managed conservatively in these studies, with no death attributed to perforation. No differences in important bleeding rates were seen (9% in both groups). Authors concluded that ESD is better than EMR for the treatment of gastric neoplastic lesions, although with a slightly higher risk of perforation. An Eastern series comparing long-term outcomes of EMR vs. ESD confirmed higher rates of recurrence in the EMR group, even though there was no difference in survival [132]. A recent long-term Western series showed similar results, with ESD obtaining a higher R0 resection rate (91% vs. 54%, P<0.001) and a lower recurrence rate (4% vs. 15%, P=0.02) but no differences in survival [133]. However, it should be noticed that these studies have a selection bias, with bigger and more advanced lesions being preferentially selected for ESD. Nevertheless, given the fact that long-term survival does not appear to be compromised by the technique used, it is the ESGE panel’s opinion that EMR is an acceptable option for lesions smaller than 10–15 mm with a very low probability of advanced histology (Paris 0–IIa).

Safety: stomach

There is no formal study comparing different approaches to management of adverse events associated with ESD. In most ESD series bleeding and perforations are the most common complications and most of the time they are managed conservatively without surgery [116–118,123,134–136]. All of these ESD series prompt the following considerations:

Bleeding during ESD is generally categorized as immediate (during the procedure) or delayed (after the procedure). Some immediate bleeding occurs in almost all ESDs. As a general rule, if large vessels are observed they should be coagulated before proceeding with the dissection. If a major bleed occurs, prompt hemostasis must be performed before proceeding, in order to prevent there being more than one bleeding spot. Bleeding can initially be controlled with the knife in coagulation mode and if this fails then a coagulation forceps should be used. The use of hemoclips during the procedure should be avoided in the dissection area since this may compromise further dissection. If a bleed is not controlled by the coagulation forceps then dissection around the bleeding point should be done before placing a hemoclip, in order to fully expose the bleeding point and to enable further and complete dissection of the lesion. Delayed bleeding occurs in almost 10% of the procedures. Visible vessels should be routinely coagulated after dissection since this has been shown to significantly reduce the risk of delayed bleeding [137]. If delayed bleeding does occur, this should be handled using the standard

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Outcomes of endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD) for gastric superficial lesions (meta-analysis data).</th>
</tr>
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Meta-analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesions, n/N (number of studies)</td>
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<td>Endoscopic resection rate</td>
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<td>En bloc resection, n/N (%</td>
</tr>
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<td>Complete R0 resection rate</td>
</tr>
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<td>Curative resection rate</td>
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<td>Complete R0 resection rate</td>
</tr>
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<td>Local recurrence rate</td>
</tr>
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<td>Mortality</td>
</tr>
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<td>Procedure-related bleeding Lesions, n/N (%</td>
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<td>Procedure-related perforation Lesions, n/N (%</td>
</tr>
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* Considered by author to be histologically complete resection (did not differentiate between complete R0 and curative resection)
methods of endoscopic hemostasis (ideally with hemoclips) and rarely by surgery. Perforations occur rather uncommonly during gastric ESD, at an approximate rate of 1%-4%. In a study analyzing perforations during gastric ESD only one patient underwent surgery, because of simultaneous severe bleeding and perforation, while all the others were managed conservatively with or without endoscopic clipping [138]. When visible perforation occurs, clear visualization must first be obtained (eventually with further dissection) while minimizing air/CO2 insufflation. Then a complete closure of the perforation must be achieved with application of hemoclips or any other closure device. Complete dissection and removal of the entire lesion should be attempted. If necessary exsufflation of peritoneal air/CO2 should be done in order to reduce post-ESD complications and pain. There is no consensus regarding the use of a nasogastric tube with some experts defending this while others do not. In the case of delayed perforation, endoscopic or surgical closure should be discussed, with case by case management according to clinician experience and the specific situation. Broad-spectrum antibiotics should be given. Concerning other possible complications of ESD (stenosis, pneumonia, mucosal lacerations, other), they should be handled case by case according to clinician experience and the specific situation.

Data comparing endoscopic resection techniques with surgery are limited. Only four retrospective studies compare these therapies – three for EMR and only one for ESD. Two initial studies with small numbers of patients and highly selected endoscopic cases did not find any differences in survival [139,140]. However, it was noticeable that even for small lesions, the rates of incomplete resection and recurrence were higher in the EMR group. On the other hand it was also clear that surgery was associated with higher post-procedure morbidity particularly in elderly patients [140]. In a more recent study that included more participants, EMR was comparable to surgery not only for survival but also for recurrence [141]. Although the EMR group had a higher risk of metachronous lesions, all patients were successfully re-treated with no effect on survival. Interestingly, the complication rate was similar between the groups (7%), although there was no procedure-related death in the EMR group compared with 2 deaths in the surgery group. Analysis of the complications in this study shows that in the EMR group the majority were related to bleeding (all easily controlled endoscopically) in contrast to some serious complications (wound dehiscence, cholecystitis, urethral injury, etc.) in the surgery group. Moreover, the EMR group had a significantly shorter hospital stay (8 vs. 15 days) and lower cost of care, leading the authors to conclude that EMR has advantages over surgery for the treatment of early gastric cancer. In spite of these advantages, almost 30% of patients in the EMR group were not included in the analysis because the criteria for complete resection were not met, suggesting that EMR may not be feasible for the treatment of some early gastric cancers that can be treated by surgery.

The above consideration can favor ESD. Indeed, in the only cohort where ESD was compared with surgery, gastrectomy patients had longer operative time (265 vs. 90 min), longer hospital stay (10 vs. 3 days) and higher complication rates (33% vs. 5%), with similar oncologic outcomes and survival, leading the authors to conclude that ESD should be the first-line treatment for early gastric cancer [142]. However, it should be emphasized that in this series only a few patients underwent laparoscopic gastrectomy, a procedure that appears to have a better safety profile than open gastrectomy [143,144]. So, further studies should compare ESD with laparoscopic surgery. Moreover, it is common knowledge that even in selected cases with complete resection by ESD, some patients will still need surgery with removal of ganglia because of noncurative resection (e.g. undifferentiated cancer, submucosal deep invasion, vascular invasion, etc.). Nevertheless, even in these cases surgery remains an option with surgery results not compromised by previous ESD [145,146]. In conclusion, with the fallback that some patients will still need surgery after ESD, it appears that in selected cases ESD obtains similar oncologic outcomes with a better safety profile when compared with surgery.

Evaluation before endoscopic resection: stomach

Abdominal CT is part of the staging process for gastric cancer. However, superficial neoplastic lesions have a very low risk of distance metastasis and, so, it is unlikely that CT findings will rule out ESD in a lesion where endoscopic treatment seems feasible. Indeed, studies show that endoscopy findings alone have a high accuracy for predicting the depth of invasion and consequently tumor stage [147,148]. Findings associated with mucosal disease only (ESD, therefore, being feasible) included protrusion or depression of a smooth surface, slight marginal elevation, and smooth tapering of converging folds. On the other hand, findings suggestive of submucosal disease (ESD, therefore, probably not feasible) included an irregular surface, marked marginal elevation, and clubbing, abrupt cutting, or fusion of converging folds. Endoscopy with magnification and with contrast or digital chromoendoscopy may improve diagnosis and staging and might help in delineating tumor margins, factors that may be important in assessing feasibility and achieving an R0 resection [149–152]. For these reasons, ESGE recommends that when possible these techniques should be used to establish feasibility and to plan ESD. The role of EUS in establishing the feasibility of endoscopic resection is somewhat controversial. Although EUS is considered to be the most reliable method for local staging, its global accuracy particularly for gastric superficial lesions is rather low [153,154]. Moreover, a comparative study of EUS versus endoscopic evaluation for predicting endoscopic resectability clearly favored endoscopy since EUS findings would indicate gastrectomy for many lesions that did not need surgery [148]. For this reason, in many Eastern countries performance of EUS prior to ESD is not considered for a lesion amenable to endoscopic resection [117,135]. Nevertheless, in most Western countries EUS is generally recommended before treatment [155]. However, in one Western ESD series that systematically used EUS before endoscopic resection the feasibility of ESD was comparable and even slightly inferior to that in another Western ESD series where EUS was not performed (93% vs. 97%) [133,156]. Thus, ESGE suggests that a strategy of precise endoscopic evaluation of these lesions is sufficient for predicting resectability, with EUS reserved only for selected cases. CT is generally not necessary since the risk of metastatic disease is very low in a lesion where endoscopic resection is considered to be feasible [122,157,158].
ESGE recommends that:
- An en bloc R0 resection of dysplastic lesions or intestinal-type intramucosal adenocarcinoma, without ulceration or lymphovascular invasion should be considered curative (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence).
- En bloc R0 resection of ulcerated intestinal-type intramucosal adenocarcinoma ≤30 mm or of submucosal adenocarcinoma ≤30 mm confined to the upper 500 µm of the submucosa (sm1) and without lymphovascular invasion has a very low risk of lymph node metastasis and is curative in most instances (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence).
- En bloc R0 resection of nonulcerated intramucosal poorly differentiated tumor of size ≤20 mm is curative in most cases and surveillance is an option. However, in poorly differentiated/diffuse-type carcinomas gastrectomy should always be considered with the decision made on an individual basis (taking into account patient age and preference, and co-morbidities) in a multidisciplinary approach (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence).
- Surgery is recommended when lymphovascular invasion, deeper infiltration than sm1 (>500 µm), positive vertical margins, ulcerated features in tumors >30 mm or with submucosal invasion are diagnosed (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence).
- If there is a positive horizontal margin or resection is piecemeal, but there is no submucosal invasion and no other high risk criteria are met, endoscopic surveillance/re-treatment is recommended rather than surgery (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence).

The traditional indications for curative endoscopic resection of gastric lesions were based on the limitations of EMR, namely, the impossibility of en bloc R0 resection of large tumors, and included differentiated adenocarcinomas less than 20 mm in size with no ulceration or lymphovascular invasion [120]. The risk of lymph node metastasis in these tumors appears null and so an en bloc R0 resection of these tumors should be considered curative [120]. However, after the introduction of the ESD technique, that allowed large en bloc resections, several authors noted that these criteria were too strict and led to unnecessary surgery [159]. In fact, although the risk of lymph node metastasis in intramucosal adenocarcinoma is described to be around 3%–4%, in one of the largest series involving 584 early gastric cancers, only undifferentiated or ulcerated intramucosal tumors presented lymph node metastases [157]. Indeed, Gotoda et al. in the largest series of early gastric cancers, involving 5265 patients who underwent gastrectomy, did not find any lymph node metastases in the 929 intramucosal intestinal-type adenocarcinomas without ulceration, regardless of lesion size [122]. Considering their results and other series, they estimated that the risk of lymph node metastasis was equal for nonulcerated well-differentiated intramucosal lesions whether less or more than 30 mm (95%CI of 0–0.3% vs. 0–0.4%) [117,122,160]. So, it appears that given the almost null risk of lymph node metastasis in nonulcerated well-differentiated intramucosal adenocarcinomas without lymphovascular invasion, an en bloc R0 resection of these lesions, independently of size, will be curative.

If the lesion is ulcerated but smaller than 30 mm, the risk also appears to be negligible. Indeed Gotoda et al. did not find any lymph node metastasis in this subgroup and estimated a risk of 0–0.3%, contrasting with the 3.4% risk of ulcerated tumors larger than 30 mm [122]. However, other groups found that ulceration was an independent risk factor for lymph node metastasis and so it is not absolutely clear that ulcerated tumors smaller than 30 mm have the low risk estimated by Gotoda et al. [157,161]. Considering submucosal invasion, it is clear that tumors with submucosal invasion have an increased risk of lymph node metastasis, approaching 20%–30% in some series, particularly in larger lesions with deep infiltration and lymphovascular invasion [122,157,161]. Nevertheless, Gotoda et al. found that in the subgroup of well-differentiated tumors smaller than 30 mm, with submucosal infiltration of less than 500 µm and without lymphovascular invasion, the risk was also negligible (95% CI 0–2.5%) [117,122,160].

Again, another controversial issue is whether any kind of diffuse/undifferentiated carcinoma can be cured by endoscopic therapy. Most series show that even intramucosal diffuse carcinomas may have a significant risk of lymph node metastasis approaching 5% [122,157,161]. However, Gotoda et al. found that intramucosal poorly differentiated/diffuse tumors, that were nonulcerated, smaller than 20 mm, and with no lymphovascular invasion can be cured by endoscopy since the risk of lymph node metastasis is very low (95% CI 0–2.6%) [122]. A recent report including 310 patients with poorly differentiated carcinoma with these characteristics confirmed these results, since the authors did not find any lymph node metastasis in those patients and they estimated a lower risk of metastasis in this subgroup (95% CI 0–0.96%) [162]. However, this is a matter of some controversy since the biology of these tumors is different, they are more frequent in younger patients, and the upper limit of the 95%CI (1% to 2.6%) may not be acceptable for a young and fit patient. Moreover, although long-term follow-up of ESD series for early gastric cancer did not show differences in survival when comparing the classic with the expanded criteria, it was true that curative resection rates were lower and recurrence with need for surgery was significantly higher in the expanded criteria group [163,164]. And so, ESGE suggests that after an en bloc R0 resection of lesions meeting the expanded criteria (particularly ulcerated, minimally submucosally invasive, or undifferentiated/diffuse carcinomas), the option of gastrectomy should be discussed with the patient and a decision made on an individual basis taking into account patient preference, co-morbidities, and information from other procedures (for example CT in the case of suspicious lymph nodes).

Another controversial issue concerns what to do when the resection was piecemeal or showed positive borders – was the resection curative or not? This question remains a challenge and there is no definitive standard for management of these patients. Indeed, it appears that even in the worse scenarios with piecemeal resection and/or clearly positive margins the risk of recurrence is still only about 10%–30%, meaning that even in these cases, about 70%–90% of the patients will be cured [165,166]. Moreover, it appears that for most of these incomplete resections the disease is amenable to further endoscopic treatment, without the need for surgery [165,167–169]. Several series suggest that in intramucosal cancers, the implications of a positive lateral margin are clearly distinct from those of a positive vertical margin. In one series of patients with incomplete resection after EMR, 93% of the intramucosal cancers with positive lateral margins could be managed endoscopically (surveillance or further treatment) with only 7% being submitted to surgery [128]. But even in the latter group all recurrences were dysplasia/intramucosal cancer and no lymph node had metastasis (and so the recurrences, potentially, could also have been managed endoscopically). This was in clear contrast to patients with positive vertical margins (40% having residual cancer and 10% lymph node metastasis) and with minimal submucosal invasion and piecemeal resection (7% residual cancer but 14% lymph node metastasis) [128]. These findings were confirmed in other series, leading the authors to conclude that patients with lesions with positive lateral margins, in the absence of positive vertical margins, or submucosal or lymphovascular invasion, can be managed with further...
endoscopic surveillance or therapy, without the need of surgery [128, 165,167 – 170]. Moreover, Japanese guidelines for gastric cancer also consider that in this subgroup of patients with incomplete resection, nonsurgical options may be proposed to these patients given the very low risk of lymph node metastasis [120].

**Surveillance after curative endoscopic resection: stomach**

ESGE recommends scheduled endoscopic surveillance after a curative ESD (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence). ESGE suggests an endoscopy after 3 – 6 months and then annually (strong recommendation, low quality evidence).

If the curative ESD was performed according to expanded indications (ulcerated, submucosal, or undifferentiated tumors) a staging abdominal CT can be considered (weak recommendation, low quality evidence).

After piecemeal resection or presence of positive lateral margins without meeting criteria for surgery, an endoscopy with biopsies is recommended at 3 and 9 – 12 months and then annually (strong recommendation, low quality evidence).

Long-term follow-up of patients after successful ESD for early gastric cancer has shown that these patients are at high risk, of around 10% to 20%, for developing synchronous or metachronous multiple gastric neoplastic lesions [133, 163, 164, 171]. A multicenter retrospective cohort study has shown that scheduled endoscopic surveillance should be recommended since it allows early identification of these lesions, making curative endoscopic treatment possible for almost all lesions [160]. In accordance with these results, Japanese guidelines also recommend annual or biannual endoscopy in all patients as well as a CT abdominal scan in the subgroup of patients treated under extended indications [120]. Although it seems clear that follow-up endoscopy is beneficial for these patients, no study has analyzed which surveillance schedule is optimal. Based on a histopathological study that analyzed biopsy samples from several time points after endoscopic resection, it appears that endoscopy sooner than 3 months after resection is of limited value since it can be difficult to differentiate between regenerative changes and recurrence [172]. For these reasons we recommend that the first endoscopy after ESD should be performed 3 – 6 months after ESD and then annually, similarly to the schedule in most series. If the resection was incomplete but there were no clear indications for surgery (see preceding section), we recommend a first endoscopy at 3 months followed by another endoscopy in the first year, since some studies show that most of the recurrences after incomplete resection are identified in the first year [133, 165, 167, 169, 170]. Although for resections performed under the expanded criteria it is not clear whether CT results influence further management, given the very low but existent risk of metastasis, a staging abdominal CT can be considered, as recommended by other authors and guidelines [120, 171]. In this context the value of biopsy sampling in the absence of clear endoscopic recurrence is not established. Nevertheless, given the higher risk of recurrence after piecemeal resection and/or positive margin findings, we believe that in this context biopsies should be performed [172]. In the other scenarios, whether or not to perform biopsies should be decided on an individual basis.

**DUODENUM AND SMALL BOWEL**

ESGE does not recommend routine use of ESD for duodenal or small-bowel lesions, because of its high risk of perforation (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence).

Standard polypectomy and EMR or piecemeal EMR are acceptable treatments for duodenal and small-bowel superficial lesions, and have a good safety profile (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence).

Given the lack of scientific evidence, management after endoscopic resection should be individualized, with the presence of carcinoma in the specimen, particularly with submucosal invasion, being a consideration for surgery (strong recommendation, low quality evidence).

Only a few clinical series concerning the resection of nonampullary duodenal tumors are described in the literature. Most of them involve snare-based techniques (EMR) and the superficial lesions described are mostly adenomas. Short-term outcomes are good with successful resection rates of greater than 90% [173 – 176]. Even though the rate of piecemeal resection is high (more than 30%), local recurrence is not very frequent and most recurrences can be managed with a further endoscopic treatment [173 – 176]. These techniques are considered safe with perforation rates of apparently less than 5% and rates of 10% – 15% for significant bleeding; this is mostly delayed bleeding, that can be managed with endoscopic therapies. Long-term outcomes are rarely described nevertheless it appears that after a successful endoscopic resection surgery is rarely needed and no death because of cancer progression has been described [173]. However, it should be noted that most superficial duodenal lesions included in these series are adenomas with few cases of intramucosal or submucosal adenocarcinomas, and the risk of lymph node metastasis in these carcinomas is not well described in the literature. For these reasons, and taking into account that duodenal surgery generally implies a Whipple procedure with significant associated morbidity and mortality, ESGE suggests that duodenal adenomas should be resected by endoscopy when feasible. The presence of carcinoma should raise the possibility of surgery; however, if final histology is no more advanced than well-differentiated intramucosal adenocarcinoma without lymphovascular invasion, the risk of lymph node metastasis would then appear to be low and surveillance could be an option, particularly in patients with significant co-morbidities.

Some series have also described ESD for the treatment of superficial duodenal lesions [173]. Although this provided acceptable rates for en bloc resection (>70% – 80%), the perforation rate was more than 30%, and some of these were delayed perforations requiring surgery [173, 177, 178]. Moreover, in a comparative study with EMR even though ESD presented higher rates for complete resection there were no differences in long-term outcomes and survival [173]. For these reasons ESGE does not recommend routine use of ESD for treatment of duodenal superficial lesions.

**COLON**

**Efficacy in the colon**

ESGE states that the majority of colonic and rectal superficial lesions can be effectively removed in a curative way by standard polypectomy and/or by EMR (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence).

ESD can be considered for removal of colonic and rectal lesions with high suspicion of limited submucosal invasion that is based on two main criteria of depressed morphology and irregular or nongranular surface pattern, particularly if the lesions are larger than 20 mm; or ESD can be considered for colorectal lesions that otherwise cannot be optimally and radically removed by snare-based techniques (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence).
EMR is highly effective for treatment of colorectal lesions smaller than 20 mm in diameter [179] but is ineffective for en bloc resection in the majority of lesions larger than 20 mm. Piecemeal EMR for larger lesions reduces the quality and reliability of histopathologic findings, in particular the accurate assessment of lateral and vertical resection margins and may also lead to high local recurrence rates [55]. With increasing promotion and uptake of colorectal cancer screening programs internationally, it is likely that greater numbers of advanced, but not yet malignant, sessile/flat lesions will be detected [180]. Nonetheless, piecemeal EMR is still considered to be the treatment of choice for the majority of these large colorectal lesions, with recent data showing excellent early and long-term outcomes [181 –183]. Indeed, EMR appears to be successful in almost 95% of these lesions, even though some patients may require multiple sessions. When the likelihood of malignancy is high, as determined by morphologic factors such as Paris classification 0 – IIA+c or 0 – III, non-granular surface, and advanced surface pattern, particularly in lesions larger than 20 mm, resection should be performed en bloc using ESD in order to allow accurate pathology staging and a high chance of curative resection [184].

In the rectum, the indications for ESD may be extended for all large (>20 mm) non-granular (NG) or granular lesions, or mixed laterally spreading tumors (LSTs) (>20 – 30 mm) because of their significant risk of harboring early cancer, the complexity of the standard surgical alternative, and the relative safety compared with colonic ESD [185, 186]. ESD can also be considered for rectal lesions that have previously been subjected to several attempts at endoscopic resection and that are not suitable for further standard endoscopic treatment, even though fibrosis may significantly increase the risk of perforation [187, 188]. However, for lesions located in the rectum, video-assisted transanal surgical approaches also present good results similar to those of ESD and should be discussed as an alternative to endoscopic therapy depending on local expertise [189].

The so-called “hybrid techniques” (partial/circumferential ESD followed by EMR) could be an option in certain situations; however, the evidence is still too scarce to establish clear recommendations for these techniques. A systematic review published in 2012 has shown ESD to be an effective technique for achieving resection of large colorectal lesions. The paper reported a per-lesion summary estimate for endoscopically complete resection of 96% (95% CI 91% – 98%) and a per-lesion summary estimate for R0 resection rate of 88% (95% CI 82% – 92%), although the inter-study heterogeneity was 91%, mostly due to inclusion of carcinoid versus noncarcinoid series and Asian versus European series [190]. Data from Japanese series have also shown long-term effectiveness of this technique reporting, during a median follow-up of 38.7 months (range 12.8 – 104.2), 3- and 5-year overall/disease-specific survivals of 97.1%/100% and 95.3%/100%, respectively [191].

**Table 3** Outcomes of endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD) for colorectal superficial lesions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study First author, year</th>
<th>Lesions included, n</th>
<th>Location (colon or rectum)</th>
<th>En bloc resection rate, n/N (%)</th>
<th>Complete RO resection rate R0 n/N (%)</th>
<th>Local recurrence rate, n/N (%)</th>
<th>Mortality, ESD-related (%)</th>
<th>Procedure-related bleeding, n/N (%)</th>
<th>Procedure-related perforation, n/N (%)</th>
<th>Mean operation time, min</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Repici 2012 [190]</td>
<td>2841</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>2727/2841 (96)</td>
<td>2500/2841 (88%)</td>
<td>1/1397 (&lt;0.1%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>47/2841 (2%)</td>
<td>135/2841 (4%)</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hisabe 2012 [192]</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>172/200 (86%)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2/200 (1%)</td>
<td>14/200 (7%)</td>
<td>109</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takeuchi 2012 [193]</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>172/185 (93%)</td>
<td>140/185 (76%)</td>
<td>6/185 (3%)</td>
<td>4/185 (2%)</td>
<td>3/185 (&lt;2%)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee 2013 [194]</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>973/1000 (97%)</td>
<td>911/1000 (91%)</td>
<td>3/722 (&lt;1%)</td>
<td>4/1000 (&lt;1%)</td>
<td>53/1000 (5%)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repici 2013 [195]</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Rectum</td>
<td>36/40 (90%)</td>
<td>32/40 (80%)</td>
<td>1/40 (2%)</td>
<td>2/40 (5%)</td>
<td>1/40 (2%)</td>
<td>86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rahmi 2014 [196]</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Rectum</td>
<td>29/45 (64%)</td>
<td>24/45 (53%)</td>
<td>3/45 (7%)</td>
<td>6/45 (13%)</td>
<td>8/45 (18%)</td>
<td>110</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Safety: colon**

The Colorectal Endoscopic Resection Standardization Implementation Working Group in Japan reported the details and results of a nationwide questionnaire survey on the situation of colorectal ESD in Japan [197]. They analyzed colorectal ESD performed from January 2000 to September 2008. The survey reported an overall incidence of perforation of 4.8%. Reported rates from other series...
range from 4% to 10%, higher compared with that of EMR (0.3%–0.5%).

A systematic review published in 2012 showed an adequate safety profile for colorectal ESD [190]. The risk of post-ESD complication-related surgery (1%) was reported to be negligible compared with the high efficacy of this procedure. Compared with EMR, ESD has been associated with higher risk of both bleeding and perforation. However, the safety profile of the procedure may still be considered adequate, as almost all ESD complications can be managed endoscopically. In that paper, a cumulative risk of 6% for bleeding and perforation was reduced to a 1% risk for complication-related surgery because of the efficacy of endoscopic treatment of ESD-related complications. Furthermore, nearly half of the lesions treated by ESD were located in the rectum, where, because of the extraperitoneal location of two-thirds of the rectum, most perforations are usually treated conservatively, minimizing the clinical impact of the complication.

Delayed bleeding has been reported in up to 13.9% of patients [198]. If delayed bleeding occurs, it can be treated with standard endoscopic techniques, preferably using clips in order to avoid

---

**Fig. 1** Endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD) for superficial lesions: a decision-making algorithm. EUS, endoscopic ultrasound; U sm+/N+, ultrasound suggestive of submucosal invasion or positive lymph nodes.

---

**Fig. 2** Pathological criteria for determining whether to consider the resection as low risk, local risk (risk of local recurrence), or high risk (to be adjusted according to organ and size if required). * Cutoff will differ: SCC ≤200 µm, Barrett’s or gastric adenocarcinoma ≤500 µm and colorectal adenocarcinoma ≤1000 µm
further thermal injury to the muscular layer. Of note is that the rates of adverse events associated with ESD appear to be higher in centers with low experience. In the largest prospective multicenter study of ESD for colorectal lesions, the number of perforations was 12% in the center with fewer than 50 ESDs performed compared with 4%–5% at the other centers with greater experience [199].

### Evaluation before endoscopic resection: colon

ESGE recommends the use of high definition endoscopy and chromoendoscopy (contrast or digital), in order to establish the feasibility of endoscopic resection and to verify indications for en bloc resection with ESD (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence). Staging with either EUS and/or MRI can be considered for rectal lesions with endoscopic features suspicious for submucosal invasion (weak recommendation, low quality evidence).

The Paris classification [86] and the typing of LST lesions as proposed by Kudo et al. [200] should be applied to the description of the lesion since the risk of submucosal invasion varies according to the macroscopic features of the lesion. Chromoendoscopy is a validated technique for analysis of the morphologic architecture of colonic mucosal crypt orifices (surface pattern). In detail, determination of the V pit pattern can predict the depth of invasion of submucosal cancers. Kato et al. [211] and Bianco et al. [202] have shown the accuracy of chromoendoscopy for diagnosing pit pattern V to be 85% and 79%, respectively. In a study of 4215 lesions, Matsuda et al. [203] have reported the sensitivity of the pit pattern for determining the depth of invasion of polypoid, flat, and depressed lesions to be 75.8%, 85.7%, and 98.6%, respectively, confirming magnifying chromoendoscopy as a highly effective method for predicting depth of invasion by colorectal neoplasms. Hayashi et al. also showed that NBI patterns can be used to predict submucosal invasion in colon lesions [204, 205]. These considerations are important since they may favor ESD or surgery rather than EMR.

According to a recent European prospective randomized study, EUS and MRI have similar accuracy in T and N staging for rectal cancer [206]. The presence of stenosis and polyoid morphology is inversely associated with accuracy for either EUS or MRI. Use of one of these methods is recommended for staging of rectal cancer, but not for colon cancer. However, regarding superficial lesions the roles of neither EUS nor MRI have been established.

The use of high frequency EUS has been shown to be useful in determining invasion depth of colorectal lesions. Hurlstone et al. compared high frequency EUS versus magnifying chromoendoscopy and found that high frequency EUS was superior to chromoendoscopy in determining the depth of invasion, showing an accuracy of 93% versus 59% (P < 0.0001) [207]. More recently a systematic review and meta-analysis by Gall et al. [208] has confirmed high frequency EUS, by means of miniprobe, as an highly effective procedure for assigning clinical stage in colon cancer and identifying patients who may be suitable for nonsurgical treatment. However, for superficial lesions only (distinguishing T1a from T1b) this accuracy might be lower. Urban et al. have shown that high frequency EUS only has a positive clinical impact in lesions with high risk features [209]. Moreover, this technique is not available in most centers and has the risk of directing to surgery some patients who could have been treated by endoscopic resection. Endoscopic resection will always be the best staging tool and for this reason, if the endoscopist feels the lesion is endoscopically resectable, probably there is no need for EUS.

### Evaluation before endoscopic resection: rectum

ESGE recommends that:

- An en bloc R0 resection of a superficial lesion with histology no more advanced than well-differentiated adenocarcinoma (G1/G2), sm1 (≤ 1 mm submucosal invasion) with no lymphovascular invasion is considered curative (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence).
- Surgery is recommended when lymphovascular invasion, deeper infiltration than sm1, positive/nonevaluable vertical margins, or poorly differentiated tumor with submucosal invasion is diagnosed (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence).
- If the horizontal margin is positive, but no other high risk criteria are met, endoscopic surveillance/re-treatment could be considered instead of surgery (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence).

Technical success is considered to be removal of the target lesion in a single piece (en bloc) with macroscopic evidence of complete lesion removal. Resection is considered complete (defined as R0) when the tumor is removed en bloc with tumor-free lateral and vertical margins. Resection is considered incomplete when tumors are removed piecemeal, or when lateral or vertical margins are positive for tumor invasion (defined as R1), or when the margins are not evaluable because of artificial burn effects or because of insufficient reconstruction of the piecemeal fragments (defined as RX).

In the colon, intramucosal carcinomas have no potential for lymph node metastasis and so en bloc R0 resection of intramucosal carcinoma of any size should be considered to be a curative resection. By the same principle, positive margins in these cases are not an indication for surgery and should prompt endoscopic surveillance or further endoscopic treatment.

In the case of a malignant lesion (invasion into the submucosa) several features should be taken into account. The first is the morphology of the polyp. In a pedunculated polyp, the Haggitt classification should be applied [210, 211]. In this case, the depth of invasion in millimeters is not important, and the criteria for surgery are only Haggitt level 4 (invasion into the submucosa of the colonic wall and not the stalk) or positive vertical margins [210, 211]. For a sessile/flat lesion, depth of invasion is an important factor since the risk of lymph node metastasis appears significant only in lesions with >1 mm submucosal invasion [212]. Presence of lymphovascular invasion or poor differentiation of the tumor are associated with increased risk of lymph node metastasis, independently of the depth or morphology of the tumor, and are an indication for surgery [212].

Resection margins are another controversial aspect. Lateral margins alone have not been extensively studied. However, positive lateral margins are probably only a risk factor for local recurrence. Most of the time recurrence at an adenoma-positive margin will be adenoma and not cancer which can be treated at follow-up endoscopy. So it is the ESGE panel’s opinion that, in the absence of other risk factors, a positive or nonevaluable lateral margin should prompt endoscopic reassessment instead of surgery. Piecemeal resection or positive lateral margin for carcinoma probably is another scenario and in these cases surgery must be considered on an individual basis. Future studies should evaluate these aspects. A positive vertical margin has different significance and it is an indication for surgery [212]. Nonetheless, controversy exists regarding what should be considered a positive...
vertical margin. Some consider the margin to be clear if there is no tumor at the edge of the resection specimen, but others require a tumor-free specimen margin of more than 2 mm. Butte et al. showed that none of the patients with a tumor-free margin >1 mm had residual invasive disease [213]. However, in patients with indeterminate margins or less than 1 mm free margins the rate of recurrence was 15%–20% [213]. This might be related to tumor budding, another recently proposed prognostic factor [214,215]. Tumor budding is defined by the presence of clusters of isolated tumor cells ahead of the invasive front. Hence the margin may be free of tumor while other tumor cell clusters may remain in the bowel wall. Taking these considerations into account, the ESGE panel suggests that if the endoscopist feels the resection was complete, and in the absence of tumor budding, when there is no tumor at the edge of the specimen the resection may be considered to be R0. On the other hand if there is any kind of tumor budding, at least 1 mm of tumor-free margin should be required for resection to be considered complete while margins with less than 1 mm tumor-free are considered to be nonevaluable. Future studies should evaluate these issues in order to establish conclusive recommendations.

Finally, in the cases of invasive carcinoma with massive submucosal invasion (> 1000 μm below the muscularis mucosae), undifferentiated adenocarcinoma, positive or nonevaluable vertical margins, and/or lymphovascular infiltration by cancer cells, additional surgical intervention with removal of regional lymph nodes should be recommended [212, 215].

**Surveillance after curative endoscopic resection: colon**

All the retrospective studies evaluating the issue of outcomes have shown that ESD is associated with lower local recurrence rates, ranging from 0% to 3%, as compared with EMR, whose local recurrence rates vary from 0% to 9.1% for en bloc resections, and from 10% to 23.5% following piecemeal procedures [55, 190]. Despite this, there is no clear evidence to inform decisions on optimal post-ESD surveillance. Hence, most authors recommend follow-up endoscopy 3 to 6 months after resection in order to verify complete removal based on both endoscopic and pathological assessments. If technical success is confirmed, total colonoscopy at 1 year after this reassessment is suggested, to check for local recurrence or secondary primary tumors before returning to standard surveillance intervals.

- **Fig.1** provides an algorithm for decision-making and **Fig. 2** synthesizes recommendations based on pathological evaluation of the resection specimen.

ESGE guidelines represent a consensus of best practice based on the available evidence at the time of preparation. They may not apply in all situations and should be interpreted in the light of specific clinical situations and resource availability. Further controlled clinical studies may be needed to clarify aspects of these statements, and revision may be necessary as new data appear. Clinical consideration may justify a course of action at variance to these recommendations. ESGE guidelines are intended to be an educational device to provide information that may assist endoscopists in providing care to patients. They are not rules and should not be construed as establishing a legal standard of care or as encouraging, advocating, requiring, or discouraging any particular treatment.
Appendix 1 Endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD): ESGE Guideline. Key questions for each of the Guideline task forces

Task forces and key questions

Task force 1: Esophagus
1 What are the clinical indications (if any) for ESD in the esophagus?
   a Squamous cancer
   b HGD/early adenocarcinoma
   c Other (GIST, etc.)
2 What is the available evidence on the efficacy/safety of ESD for each of these indications?
3 How does such efficacy/safety compare with that of competing techniques or surgery for each of these indications?
4 What pre-ESD staging is needed (EUS, CT, chromoendoscopy, etc.)?
5 What is the management for ESD complications?
6 What is the post-ESD management according to technical and histological outcomes?
7 What is the post-ESD surveillance according to technical and histological outcomes?
8 How far can this evidence be extended to Western endoscopy?
9 What future research is needed for each indication?

Task force 2: Stomach
1 What are the clinical indications (if any) for ESD in the stomach?
   a HGD/early adenocarcinoma
   b Other (GIST, NET, etc.)
2 What is the available evidence on the efficacy/safety of ESD for each of these indications?
3 How does such efficacy/safety compare with that of competing techniques or surgery for each of these indications?
4 What pre-ESD staging is needed (EUS, CT, chromoendoscopy, etc.)?
5 How to manage the pathological sample?
6 What should be indicated in the pathological report?
7 What is the post-ESD surveillance according to technical and histological outcomes?
8 What is the post-ESD management according to technical and histological outcomes?
9 What future research is needed for each indication?
10 How far can this evidence be extended to Western endoscopy?
11 What future research is needed for each indication?

Task force 3: Colon/rectum
1 What are the clinical indications (if any) for ESD in the colon and in the rectum?
   a LST
   b NET
   c Polypoid lesions with suspicious findings
   d Scar from previous polypectomy
   e Others
2 What is the available evidence on the efficacy/safety of ESD for each of these indications?
3 How does such efficacy/safety compare with that of competing techniques or surgery for each of these indications (including EMR/TEM)?
4 What pre-ESD staging is needed (EUS, CT, chromoendoscopy, etc.)?
5 What is the management of ESD complications?
6 What is the post-ESD management according to technical and histological outcomes?
7 What is the post-ESD surveillance according to technical and histological outcomes?
8 How far can this evidence be extended to Western endoscopy?
9 What future research is needed for each indication?
10 How to manage the post-ESD pathological sample?
11 What should be indicated in the ESD pathological report?

Appendix 2 Pathology and definitions

These recommendations are valid for the entire gastrointestinal tract.
Note. The terms “dysplasia” and “intraepithelial neoplasia” can be used synonymously. In this report however the term “dysplasia” is used.

How to manage the post-endoscopic resection pathological sample?
Tissue derived from endoscopic resections should be pinned on cork or thick paper to avoid shrinkage artifacts. Needles should not stretch the specimen but pin it down very loosely. If the gastroenterologist feels that accurate orientation is necessary, latex colors can be applied to mark the edges to allow orientation of the specimen. Alternatively, colored needles can be used. Needle placement through a suspected lesion or too close to the edges of the specimen should be avoided, as this may hamper proper examination of lesions as well as of resection lines. Circular en bloc resections can be placed over a syringe before fixation for best results. The specimen should then be placed overnight in 4% neutral buffered formalin. The specimens should completely be covered by formalin. It is important that vials are the correct size and contain enough formalin.

What should be included in the endoscopic resection pathological report?
The histopathological diagnosis of an endoscopic resection specimen is the basis for the clinical decision on whether the endoscopic resection has been curative or whether the patient needs to undergo surgical resection. Thus, the report on the specimen needs to include all the relevant information needed to make that decision. This information varies throughout the gastrointestinal tract, because of location, type of epithelium, different staging modalities, and tumor aggressiveness. For all neoplasms, however, the following risk factors have to be reported: lymphatic vessel permeation, blood vessel permeation, budding (mandatory due to different staging systems and lacking worldwide acceptance, often graded 0–3), perineural invasion, resection margin involvement (HM = horizontal margin, VM = vertical margin), as well as typing and grading of neoplasia according to the WHO classification. Perineural invasion is, however, mainly identified in deeply invasive carcinomas and its presence should not be expected in early cancers. Information on the distance towards the basal margin (in micrometers) should be included in every report. Notably, the WHO classification refers to mucosal carcinomas only in the upper gastrointestinal tract and the anal canal. In the colorectum, only tumors that have penetrated through the mus-

cularis mucosae are considered malignant (invasive). A diagnosis of carcinoma in situ should only be made for lesions originating from squamous epithelium. In contrast to the American Joint Committee on Cancer/Union for International Cancer Control (AJCC/UICC) TNM system, the term ‘carcinoma in situ’ therefore should be avoided for lesions originating from columnar epithelium, as the criteria for diagnosis have not been fully established and differentiation from high grade dysplasia is infeasible.

**Esophagus**

In the esophagus two different types of epithelium may give rise to two different forms of neoplasia: squamous cell neoplasia and neoplasia of columnar epithelium (Barrett’s).

**Squamous cell neoplasia** appears to be more aggressive than Barrett’s neoplasia. Furthermore, squamous cell neoplasia tends to show “lateral spread” along the basal cell layer. About two thirds of cases show this type of lateral cancer spread, extending 2 mm or more with overlying completely normal squamous epithelium. Endoscopic detection of lateral cancer spread is extremely difficult. Its clinical relevance is still unknown but the finding should be reported.

The report of squamous cell neoplasia should include grading of neoplasia, e.g. low grade dysplasia, high grade dysplasia, carcinoma in situ, invasive squamous cell carcinoma. Information on keratinization is optional. In the case of verrucous carcinoma this should be stated explicitly since verrucous carcinomas do not metastasize in general. In invasive carcinomas information on the depth of infiltration is mandatory. Depth should be classified according to the Japanese guidelines on esophageal cancer, and subdivided into m1 (= carcinoma in situ), m2 (= microinvasive carcinoma into the tunica propria), and m3 (= invasion into muscularis mucosae). Depth of submucosal invasion should be classified as invasion into the upper third (sm1), middle third (sm2), or lower third (sm3). A correct estimation of thirds of submucosal invasion can only be made on surgical specimens and cannot be made on endoscopic resections. Alternatively, the maximum depth of submucosal invasion (in micrometers [µm]) can be measured. In this setting, sm1 invasion is restricted to cancer invasion at equal to or less than 200 micrometers (±200 µm).

**Barrett’s neoplasia** is also subdivided into low grade dysplasia, high grade dysplasia, and carcinoma. Because of the double muscularis mucosae, two different classification systems are available to substage depth of infiltration following the anatomical structures (those of Westerterp et al. [216] and of Vieth et al. [217]). However, this discrepancy appears to be largely irrelevant, as the clinical impact of tumor substage is limited in mucosal carcinomas. Hence, substaging of mucosal cancers cannot be regarded as mandatory, while invasion depth of submucosal tumors should be subdivided into thirds as described above (sm1–sm3). When the maximum depth of submucosal invasion is measured (in micrometers), the limit for sm1 in Barrett’s carcinoma is to be seen at equal to or less than 500 micrometers (±500µm) measured from the bottom fibre of the muscularis mucosae downwards. Probably early and focal submucosal invasion represents a prognosis comparable to that of mucosal carcinoma [74].

**Stomach**

Neoplasms of the stomach are subdivided into low grade dysplasia, high grade dysplasia, and carcinoma. Carcinoma is subdivided into mucosal carcinoma (m-type) and submucosal carcinoma (sm1–sm3). The limit for sm1 is given as equal to or less than 500 micrometers (±500µm). The report should type the carcinomas according to the WHO classification and according to the Laurén classification (intestinal type, diffuse type, and mixed type). Information on pathological findings in the adjacent non-neoplastic gastric mucosa (e.g. gastritis status) should be provided.

**Duodenum/small bowel**

For the small bowel there are no clear recommendations in the literature that are distinct from those for the stomach, probably because of the small number of primary small-bowel carcinomas. Therefore, probably, the same rules as those for grading and evaluating depth of infiltration in the stomach apply. That means there is the possibility of mucosal carcinoma of the small bowel (m-type) and the upper third of the submucosa is defined as equal to or less than 500 micrometers (±500µm). Special attention should be paid at the papilla since adenomas here can show an invasive component in the depth of the pancreatic duct. Special attention should be also paid for papillary lesions on the basis that a main-duct type of intraductal papillary mucinous neoplasia (IPMN) of the pancreas can sometimes protrude into the lumen of the small bowel.

**Large bowel**

Neoplasms of the colorectum are subdivided into low grade dysplasia, high grade dysplasia, and carcinoma. As already pointed out above, carcinomas at this site have penetrated through the muscularis mucosae and they are subdivided into sm1–sm3, accordingly. In sessile lesions, depth of infiltration should additionally be measured (in micrometers from the muscularis mucosae), and the limit for sm1 has to be defined as equal to or less than 1000 micrometers (±1000µm). In pedunculated lesions, the stalk always represents the upper third of the submucosal layer. For prognostic stratification of depth of submucosal invasion in pedunculated lesions, the Haggitt levels should be mentioned in the pathology report. Despite the lack of standardization in its evaluation, tumor cell budding appears to be a promising marker for tumor aggressiveness, particularly in colorectal cancers, and should be included in the report. Special tumor types, such as medullary or micropapillary carcinoma, have been identified and should be reported. Immunohistochemistry may be helpful in differential diagnosis and may also be applied to identify patients with Lynch syndrome (hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancer [HNPPC]) [218]. All carcinomas must be classified according to the AJCC/UICC TNM system.

**ESGE recommendations for mandatory data to be shown in the conclusion of endoscopic/pathology reports**

### Before ESD

- Exact location [organ, distance, position]
- Paris classification
- Ulceration (Y/N)
- Size [mm]
- Inclusion of images is mandatory, preferably within the endoscopic report

**Examples:**

- Esophagus, 25 cm from incisors, IIc, ulc –, 15 mm
- Stomach, distal lesser curvature, Iic+a, ulc –, 30 mm
- Colon, rectum, granular LST, 30 mm
ESD
▶ Exact location
▶ Paris classification
▶ Ulceration [Y/N]
▶ Size [mm]
▶ En bloc versus piecemeal
▶ Inclusion of images is mandatory, preferably within the endoscopic report
Examples:
- Esophagus, 25 cm from incisors, Ilc, ulc −, 15 mm
- Stomach, distal lesser curvature, Ilc+a, ulc −, 30 mm, en bloc
- Colon, rectum, granular LST, 30 mm, piecemeal

Pathology
▶ Maximal histology observed and differentiation if applicable [well/moderate versus poorly]
▶ Size [mm] [we recommend to include HGD in the complete measurement; and this size will determine the attitude]
▶ Horizontal margin [negative if no neoplasia is present in at least 1 mm, HM0; positive for carcinoma, HM1c, or dysplasia, HM1d]
▶ Vertical margin [negative, VM0 (preferably > 1 mm) or positive, VM1; only applicable for carcinoma]
▶ Maximum depth of invasion sm [taken from the lowest fiber of the muscularis mucosa; in Barrett’s be aware of duplicated muscularis mucosae]
▶ Lymphatic and/or venous infiltration [L0, L1; V0, V1]
▶ Complete resection or not [R0, RX, R1]

Appendix 3 Training in endoscopic submucosal dissection

Endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD) has been developed as a less invasive alternative to surgery. It is a complex time-consuming procedure associated with a high complication rate, and requires systematic training under the supervision of an expert endoscopist. Inexperience in ESD might not only be associated with higher risk for procedure-related complications, but also with the risk of incomplete resection [219]. For these reasons ESD has been restricted to tertiary referral centers, although a multicenter retrospective questionnaire study showed that outcomes of ESD for early gastric neoplasms at low volume centers were as good as those at high volume centers [33, 220]. Farhat et al. reported that with increased endoscopist experience the duration of ESD diminished significantly for the same relative size of lesions. A statistically significant difference in the complication rate was noted for centers with the highest number of ESDs [40]. ESD has gained widespread use in Asia, but not yet in the West, where the main obstacles remain the very flat learning curve and the lack of training resources. In Japan, endoscopic resection is widely performed and training in ESD follows the traditional mentor/apprentice approach over a period of few years. In the West there are not enough sufficient experts and high case volumes to support this approach [221, 222]. Therefore, doing ESD under direct expert supervision is not feasible and the very few cases of early gastric cancer do not provide sufficient opportunities for trainees to begin their experience with ESD in easier locations, such as the gastric antrum [223]. Japanese experts recommend performing ESD on gastric lesions first, as these are technically easier to remove. The curative en bloc resection rate was shown to be significantly higher for the lower part of the stomach compared with the middle and upper parts (upper vs. middle vs. lower, 74% vs. 77% vs. 91%; P < 0.05), as well as for smaller lesions (>20 mm vs. 20 mm or less, 59% vs. 89%; P < 0.0001). Moreover, the procedure times and perforation rates were shown to be significantly lower in the lower part of the stomach compared with the middle and the upper parts [223]. Once expertise is reached in these locations, endoscopists in training may move to the proximal stomach and finally to the colon and esophagus [42]. Esophageal ESD is considered technically more challenging than gastric or rectal ESD (because the esophageal wall is thinner, luminal space is limited, it is usually not possible to work in retroflexed view, and heartbeat or respiratory movement sometimes impairs the stability needed for submucosal dissection), and it should be attempted only after experience in gastric ESD [30]. In Japan, several reports have analyzed the learning curve for ESD in the stomach. A level of expertise ranging from 30 to 40 performances of gastric ESD has been considered proficient, and the procedural outcomes of ESD done by preceptors who have experience in over 80 cases are similar to those of expert endoscopists [224–226]. Some studies suggest performing at least 20–40 ESDs in the lower part of the stomach before starting ESD in the proximal stomach, esophagus, and colon. The learning curve for colonic ESD requires performance of at least 40 procedures to acquire the necessary skill to avoid complications and of 80 procedures to remove large colorectal tumors [220]. ESGE supports the necessity and benefit of ESD training using animal models before performance in human patients [47].

Multidisciplinary recommendation

ESGE recommends that patients are seen in multidisciplinary teams, with the following recommendations based on endoscopic and pathology reports.

Low risk resection (i.e., low risk for local or distant recurrence; no further immediate therapy is required) is defined as:
▶ R0, and no poor prognosis features < cutoff invasion, and L0 and V0

High risk resection (i.e., high risk for distant recurrence; further measures are required; case-by-case follow-up); is defined as:
▶ R0 or RX but at least one poor prognosis feature; or R1

Local risk resection (i.e., with risk for local recurrence) is defined as:
▶ RX and no poor prognosis features for distant metastasis

See Fig. 2.
More recently, Kato et al. suggest the use of an ex vivo porcine model to lead to a significant improvement in safety and efficiency in performing the ESD technique, this model being cheaper than live pigs. The learning curve in an ex vivo porcine model requires 30 ESD gastric resections [227]. Nevertheless, it is advisable to gain experience in the live pig, with conditions that are similar to those in humans, before moving on to actual patients [228]. An ESD training algorithm for Western endoscopists has been proposed [41], that should include:

- ESD training offered to endoscopists already skilled in therapeutic endoscopy, particularly EMR
- Knowledge about technique, instrumentation, and electrosurgical equipment, acquired by self-study and later reinforced by visiting centers with high volumes of ESD
- Practice on animal models (explanted animal organs and live animal models)
- Observing experts performing ESD, for a relatively short period (4–5 weeks) in tertiary referral centers
- Attendance at ESD workshops providing hands-on exposure and expert guidance
- Commencing performance of ESD in humans on carefully selected lesions. Since early gastric cancer is rare in the West, smaller (20–30 mm) rectal laterally spreading tumors can serve as entry point to human ESD

Coda et al. [41] report that at least 30 procedures should be carefully observed for each location; at least 10 ESDs should be performed on animal models before starting with patients (stomach only), and experts should supervise at least 3 initial procedures. Colonic ESD should be performed in the lower rectum first; ESD in the right colon should be attempted only after adequate experience has been gained. Initial experience should be gained at specialized centers. Caution is mandatory, and tight cooperation with a surgical team is advisable.

ESD is a complex procedure that requires considerable endoscopic skills and has relatively high potential for serious adverse events. Moreover ESD for colorectal lesions is even more technically demanding than gastric ESD, thus requiring a higher degree of expertise. The decision-making process for the colon is more difficult than for gastric lesions and must consider more diagnostic items and different therapeutic alternatives. Therefore, dedicated physician training appears to be essential to achieve positive outcomes. In Asian countries, where lesions suitable for ESD are more prevalent mainly in the stomach, there are many medical institutions (i.e., in Japan) providing training in a traditional stepwise approach. This approach has not always been applicable in Western countries, where there has been a lack of widespread official training programs, so that resection rates have not been as high as those from Japanese studies, although a clear learning curve has been shown. Nevertheless, the recent efforts made by Western institutions to organize specific training programs and to produce guidelines permit an expectation that differences with the Eastern world should disappear.

How far can this evidence be extended to Western endoscopic practice?

- ESD has disseminated slowly in Western countries because it is technically demanding.
- ESD should be initially restricted to a limited number of institutions and it is essential that endoscopists who wish to perform ESD should complete an adequate training program, following the recommendations issued by Eastern and Western experts.
- Western ESD series present similar results to Eastern ones, with the exception of colorectal ESD where the rates of complete resection are lower and complication rates are higher. For these reasons, colonic ESD should only be attempted by endoscopists with expertise in stomach and esophageal ESD and after significant training in animals.
- ESGE supports the full extension of the current guidelines to Western endoscopic practice. ESGE would not expect significant differences from the Eastern world in terms of indications and outcomes of gastrointestinal ESD provided that specific training programs and dedicated guidelines are strictly adhered to in Western countries.
- After proper training and in referral centers ESD can be considered as a first-line treatment for gastrointestinal superficial neoplastic lesions in Western countries also.
- Centers performing ESD should keep records on all referred patients, and for those who finally undergo ESD, records should be kept on rates of en bloc and R0 resections, on adverse events rates, and on follow-up.

Even though in Eastern countries EMR and ESD are considered the standard and first-line therapies for several superficial gastrointestinal neoplastic lesions, presenting similar efficacy and survival with a potentially better safety profile when compared with surgery [120, 229], according to Western guidelines, treatment of these lesions, even for initial stages such as high grade intraepithelial neoplasia, generally involves surgery [155]. The problem is that ESD is a technically difficult procedure requiring a high level of endoscopic training and skills and so, in Western countries with a relatively low incidence of early gastric cancer, considered the ideal lesion for beginning ESD, opportunities for proper training are scarce [57, 117, 230–232]. For these reasons only a few Western ESD series from a small number of centers have been described in the literature. Globally, evaluating according to organ, in these Western referral centers ESD for esophageal and gastric lesions appears to have results similar to those of Eastern series.

For the esophagus, only a few series with few cases are described in the literature. Long-term outcomes are rarely described. Nevertheless, all the authors have concluded that esophageal ESD is feasible, and rates of complete resection and complications were not significantly different from Eastern series [16, 24, 28, 33, 38, 40]. For the stomach the scenario is similar. Again, only a few Western series from a small number of centers have been described in the literature [41, 133, 156, 233–236]. Long-term outcomes after endoscopic resection of gastric neoplasias are rarely described [133, 156, 236]. In the Western series with the longest follow-up, that described long-term outcomes following endoscopic resection of gastric superficial lesions [133], rates of en bloc and R0 resection were comparable to those in Eastern meta-analyses of ESD (en bloc rate of 94% vs. 92% in Eastern series, and R0 rate of 91% vs. 82%) [118, 119]. Recurrence rates were also comparable (4% vs. 1% in Eastern series) [118, 119, 133]. The rates of long-term curative resection in this series, of 86% after one procedure and 91% after two procedures, are also remarkable results. Regarding safety, once more the results were comparable to Eastern series, with similar rates of bleeding (8% vs 9%) and of perforation (1% vs. 4%). In fact, the perforation rate of 1% in the ESD group, without need of surgery, was remarkable and better than most Eastern ESD series [118, 119, 133].
However, colorectal ESD in Western series described in the literature presents lower rates of complete resection and higher complication rates. Indeed, a multi-institutional report in France showed that ESD (several organs considered) was associated with lower rates of complete resection (73%) and higher rates of perforation (18%) [40]. Probst et al. also achieved lower rates of complete resection (69%) but with similar complications, even though only rectosigmoid lesions were included [237]. A small series in Sweden also achieved lower rates of complete resection (69%) with a 7% perforation rate [238]. A recent series in France, involving 49 patients and only rectal lesions, achieved even worse results with only a 53% complete resection rate and an immediate perforation rate of 18% [196]. Others have achieved results similar to those of Eastern series, suggesting that with proper training and in referral centers it is possible to obtain good results in Western countries also [239–242]. It should be noted that even in Eastern centers the complication rate for colorectal ESD is higher in centers with low experience: in the largest prospective multicenter study of ESD for colorectal lesions, the number of perforations was 12% in the center with fewer than 50 ESDs compared with 4%–5% on the other centers with greater experience [199]. Taking all these points together, it appears that in referral centers and after proper training, as recommended by ESGE [42], ESD is highly efficacious for the treatment of gastrointestinal superficial neoplasias in Western countries also.
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